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Theoretical and experimental results are reported 
for the dispersion relations found for electromagnetic wave 
propagation along a coaxial line partially filled with an 
annular plasma column* Using the slow wave approximation 
it had been predicted by Napoli and Swartz and Pinder and 
Foulds that such a structure should sripport a backward 
wave and that this backward wave would be virtually 
unaffected if the inner conductor is withdrawn* The exact 
analysis which is here reported shows that whilst the 
backward wave is present without the inner conductor it is 
no longer present when the inner conductor is inserted*
The absence of the backward wave in the coaxial line was also 
shown by the experiment that was performed. The experiment 
was performed with a novel standing wave detector which was 
developed for this purpose. For the theoretical aspect of 
this work a technique for solving certain types of differential 
equations was developed* The theory when applied to a 
multilayered model of a plasma also failed to show the 
presence of the backward wave for the coaxial line arrangement.
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CHAPTER. 1
1.1. Preliminary Survey
The j>ropagation of high frequency electromagnetic 
waves in a hounded ionized gas has been a field of study fp 
the past forty years. For experimental studies in the 
laboratory the ionized gas is produced in a discharge tube. 
A x^ egion of particular interest in such a gas discharge 
is the positive column which can be made fairly uniform ove 
a useful length and whose net charge is zero; with equal 
numbers of positive and negative charges being present.
An ionised gas which grossly contains an equal number of 
positive and negative charges is called a plasma, and the 
positive column Constitutes a plasma which is suitable for 
the study of electromagnetic wave propagation.
In a statistical sense within the surfaces confining" 
the plasma we shall assume that
a—
„ D =s 0
The £30sitive charges being the ions of the gas used, 
are heavy and move slowly compared with the electrons. 
Microscopically there is no charge neutrality, and the 
influence of the impressed high frequency electromagnetic 
waves is very much greater on the motion of the electrons 
than on the ions. When unmagnetized the features of such 
a system can be conveniently expressed in relation to a 
frequency dependent permittivity, which also includes the 
influence of the number of electrons present expressed in
•7
terras of a ’’plasma frequency”, A plasma for this reason 
can be studied in much the same manner as a dielectric, 
but with added features to be expected. !A7e shall restrict 
our studies to non-nagnetized plasmas only.
As to the propagation of high frequency electromagnetic 
waves the boundaries imposed on the plasma play significant 
roles. The presence of a plasma as affecting the normal 
propagation that takes place in a bounded system with no 
plasma in it., it yet another view point that may be taken.
Such considerations to us are not mutually exclusive.
For waves propagating along the length of a plasma
column the significant relationships sought are the dispersion
3curves or the U)-p curves. Trivelpiece * made an extensive 
study of such relationships for a cylindrical plasma column 
when placed in a cylindrical waveguide. His studies 
included "both the non-magnetiZed plasma and the axially 
magnetized plasma. He showed that in both cases the system 
can support backward waves. Backward waves are those in 
which the group velocity and the phase velocity are oppositely 
directed to one another. In the ro-(3 diagrams these 
are characterised by and U)/|3 having opposite signs.
In the case of a magnetized plasma hybrid modes are necessary 
for propagation whether we take into account or not the 
glass walls or air gaps that may be present or whether we 
consider fields with azimuthal dependance or symmetrical 
field patterns. In the case of the uniform non-raagnetized 
plasma hybrid modes are present only if we take into account 
the glass walls or air gaps that may be present for fields
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wit h azimuthal dependance. It is for such hybrid nodes 
that the backward waves predicted by Trivelpiece are related. 
We shall restrict ourselves to the symmetrical TM mode for 
a non-magnetized plasma.
Paik ” considered the propagation in an annular plasma 
column placed in a cylindrical waveguide in which hybrid 
modes need not be present. His analysis showed that 
backward waves can propagate in such a system for the 
symmetrical T.M. mode. These are of the same type shown 
earlier to be present for a plasma slab by Oliner and Tadjir. 
For the symmetrical TM mode of propagation experimental
results for the backward waves was first reported by Napoli
L e:and Swartz/ and subseqviently by Paik, Briggs and Osepchuck.
Paik et al, adapted the same experimental procedure as 
Napoli and Swartz in measuring the standing wave patterns.
The experimental Set up used by Napoli and Swartz is shown 
in Fig. 1 and that by Paik et al is shown in Fig. 2. The 
pick up for the standing wave patterns in both cases is by 
means of a conductor which passes longitudinally through 
the centre of the annular tube. The system measured in 
this set up is never wholly that of an annular plasma column 
placed in a cylindrical waveguide or that of an annular 
plasma column placed in a coaxial waveguide, but a varying 
combination of both. This was justified in the paper by 
Napoli and Swartz as according to their theory*^ "Calculations 
in the appendix show that for the slow wave approximation 
there is little change in the dispersion curve or character­
istic impedance of a tubular plasmaguide when a metal rod is
-12-
ins erted into the centre dielectric11.* Their theoretical 
results on which this rests is shown in Fig* 3. We find the.
deductions of* Napoli and Swartz hard to Justify both
according to our theory and the experimental results w*a have 
obtained,
Pinder and Foulds^ studied the propagation in an 
annular plasma column when placed in a coaxial waveguide.
For the symmetrical TM mode two structures shown in Figs* k 
and 5 were examined theoretically. Fig. 6 shows the to-(3
diagram for the system shown in Fig, k, In this a comparison
is made between the transmission line analysis and the 
field analysis. According to the field analysis two slow 
forward waves below the plasma frequency and one fast forward 
wave above the plasma frequency are present. For the 
structure shown in Fig, 3 a backward wave region was shown 
to b© present as is indicated in Fig. 7* In Fig, 7 a 
comparison has also been made between the presence and 
absence of the inner conductor* With or without the inner 
conductor, below the plasma frequency, one backward wave and 
one slow forward wave is shown to be present. Pinder and 
Foulds reported experimental confirmation for the fast 
forward wave and the slow forward wave, but the backward 
wave was not found. The standing wave detector system they 
used was one in which a probe could move along a longitudinal 
slot cut along the outer conductor. However, the power 
flow associated with ths backward wave for the symmetrical 
TM mode they showed to be predominant along the inner plasma
-13-
surfaces which was the reason attributed to their inability 
to find the backward waves with their experimental set up..
In the theoretical analysis of the various configurations 
discussed so far, varying degrees of mathematical sophistical 
tion have been used, ranging from "quasi-static analysis”, 
"equivalent circuitry”, "slow wave approximation” up to 
"exact analysis”. The mathematics is, however, executed cm 
a theoretical model which need not correspond exacts with 
the real plasma1 An uniform density plasma model lends 
itself conveniently to exact analysis and justifies itself 
if near enough correspondence with the experimental results 
is obtained qualitatively if not quantitatively.
Our present investigation pertains to the study of 
an annular plasma column placed in a coaxial waveguide.
The mode of propagation we shall consider is the symmetrical 
TM mode. The particular aspect of this work has been the 
detailed investigationas to the existence and characteristics 
of the backward wave. For this purpose a standing wave 
detector was developed for probing the fields near the 
inner plasma surface. The results that we obtained were 
qualitatively different from those expected from the 
theories of previous workers, at the region where the 
backward wave was expected. A mathematical technique was 
developed for solving certain differential equations, which 
when applied to the problem relating to this project, 
has the advantage of always providing well-behaved solutions.
In general the form of the solutions given by this method is 
one which lends itself conveniently for boundary value
-14-
problems. Within the limitations of the uniform density 
plasma model, when these solutions were used, qualitative
Experimentally and theoretically we could not find the 
backward ’-wav©,
1* 2. The Permittivity of an Unmagnetised Plasma
The expression for the permittivity of a plasma 
is in general a complex quantity. However, for certain 
values of the parameters the imaginary part of it becomes 
so small, as to be considered, negligible. Some of the 
parameters for the mercury vapour discharge given by
7Crawford and Self is relevant to the mercury vapour 
discharge tube that we used. Using the values given by 
them we shall justify the real expression we shall use 
for the plasma permittivity.
The following data is taken from the paper by Crawford
agreement with the experimental results was obtained. The 
measurements were made with a mercury vapour discharge tube.
( ) Mass of Electron ^  
a Mass of Ion 1 0 ,0 0 0
1
(b) The d.c. drift velocity - lokms/sec.
(c) Average collision frequencies.
neutral-neutral (elastic) 
ion-neutral (elastic) 
electron-neutral (elastic) 
electron-ion (elastic) 
electron-electron (elastic) 
ion-wall (recombination)
*» 5 k h z  
- 5khs 
~ 25^ \hs 
~ 20khz 
*• 2 3khz 
~ 3 5 0khs
electron-wall (recombination) - 350khz 
electron-neutral (ionizing) 350khs
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From (a) we can neglect the response of the ions to 
the e.m. waves. The velocity of the e.m. waves uo of 
the order of the speed of light and for this reason we 
can consider the value of the drift velocity given in (b) 
as being too small to be significant. lie shall consider 
the plasma as stationary.
Of the collisions that take place we see from (c) 
that the dominant occurrence is the electron-neutral 
collision. Let us examine the circumstances under which 
these effects can be neglected.
We shall represent the impressed time varying electric 
field by
E -  E ( s ) e j ( w t )  o
where E^(s) represents the space dependent part of the field.
In the absence of collisions the laws of motion for 
an average electron can be written as
d v  =  _ 0 g  l o 2
m being the mass of the electron, e
Assuming that collisions with neutrals produce
a total loss in directed momentum associated with the
impressed electrio field, then if is the collision
frequency for momentum transfer, as is shown by Wharton and 
8 —Heald, - -jj'mv would represent the time rate of change of 
momentum and hence the statistical average force exerted 
on the electrons by the massive ion neutral component.
Taking into account collisions we have for the rate
I
-16-
of change of momentum for an average electron,
m “  + TJm v = -eE = ~eE (s)e^C0^ 1 , 3e dt e o
which on solving gives
-el -eEQy-jto) , h
v  _  m ^ 2v
e ° m (V +co )
. e
. <v\e<xnThe constant of integration being the/random velocity 
has by definition an average directed value equal to zero„ 
If n is the number of electrons per unit volume, 
the conduction current density J is given by .
J = -nev 1.5
From 1.4 2 2- 2-ne E^-jo)) ,,'Mne E jome E _
°  O P  O p  Q p * ^ ° Wm (tjj+co'‘) m (v^ -uo ) m (v +9)“)e e e
From Maxwell1s equation we have that
\7 xfi = 3 + s M  = j + jwsj.° ^t o
Z . 2 v/. , ne jne t N ^= J0)S (1 - — ~ —  - — ^ B
c- rn (7J +(;/*") e com (^ "'KO )o s o e
2 . 2  ^e / 1 ne _ j ne *0 Ch a
- sx 21 
p t>t
2 2„se „ /, ne jne -h \ *where £ = 6 (1  --  r--~ ^---— coula oeP O / ^ 6j \ /  \
1 ■ m ( v  -HO ) E 6 torn (^> +(0 )e o o e
considered the complex permittivity of the plasma.
The frequency range that we consider is from 450 ffihz
-^ ve^ aaoc^up to 3 ghs. Since the electron neutral collision/is very
much less than this we can consider the permittivity of the 
plasma as given by
2
C C  (  Tf l l e  \p o 2m co s e o
which is real.
ne2 2The quantity "--g— is denoted by (,0p J, and is called
e o
the plasma frequency. When the frequenc3r the impressed 
field corresponds to the plasma frequency the permittivity 
of the plasma becomes zero.
-18-
CHAPTER 2
In this chapter we shall proceed with the mathematics, 
analysis of the system used. This analysis whilst 
indicating salient features of the system itself, could 
have other applications in mathematics and mathematical 
physics. A technique for solving certain types of 
differential equations was developed during the course of 
this research project and is outlined in Appendix 1., and 
an application of it, relevant to our project is given in 
Appendix 2. With this it is 'possible to show clearly the 
relationship between the symmetrical TE and TEM mode in a 
coaxial waveguide* The representation of the soTuticns to 
Maxwell's equations we have given are well behaved and 
free from inessential singularities and is in a form suited 
for considering boundary value problems generally.
2.1. The Symmetrical TM Mode in a Coaxial Waveguide
We can write Maxwell's equations when an isotropic
dielectric region is considered as
f XE = - U 2 * 1Oc)t
§xH = e ^  2 . 2Dt
v . $  = 0 2 . 3
^7.H = 0 2.4
-19-
For sinusoidal’ time variation of the fields and for 
propagation along the z-axis without attenuation we have 
that
E = E ej(D)t-pE) £>.s
o
H = H * . 6o
In the circularly cylindrical coordinate system, let
the components of E be E , EL* and E and that of K beo r 7 & z o
H^, H0 and When these equations from 2*1 to 2 . 6 are
expressed in the circularly cylindrical coordinate system, 
we can derive the following set of equations.
e  = i h  _ J£ ifis
r  k 2r  3  0  k 2
2 . 7
Erf = i M  H I*  _ i l  P s 
0 k P r  k 2r 5 0
H = _ J l ifz
r k2r ^ 0 k2 c) r
H - “3Q)£ 3$ ^ Kz
0 ~ k 2 3 r  "  k 2r ^  0
2 .1 0
and
“ 2
-E + co iO,eE = 0 2 . 1 1
•■j  oV\S + W>£H = 0 2.3d
2 2 2where k = W |1S«£ 2 . 1 3
Equation 2.11 leads to the following set of equations
f c  ,  A ^ f r
3 r 2 r 3 r
f r  1 '  c)2 B r
r2 r2 c) 0 ‘^
0 2.14
a "B t
B r 1
© E0
r  "c3
E0  +  1 ^ E0  + 2
r “d  0 S 2
+ lc"E0 = 0 2.15
1 ^ S  1  A  2 n
—— + — — -  + — ■" • +    + k  i  = 0 2 . 16
a /  r Br r2 c> 0 2 ^)z 2
and similarly for equation 2.1 2.
For TM modes with no variation of the fields with 0,
the above equations reduce to the following.
■21-
Previous derivations of the fields from the above set
of equations were not always suitable for computation.
Separate representations of the fields were given depending
on whether k ’" is positive or negative in terms of ordinary
2and modified Bessel functions. Moreover when k = 0  yet
another solution had to be taken into account. The form
in which the Bessel function representation was given,
2displayed a singularity when k — 0. The cause for 
these difficulties will be presently indicated.
Consider equation 2.21 which we shall now write as
+  A  d j r  +  k 2 y  =  0  2 . 2 2
dr ' r dr
2This equation when k^ *= 0, reduces to
+  A  A S  =  o  2 . 2 3
dr ’ r dr
and the solution to 2 . 2 3 is
y = A + Blog(r) 2.24
9As shown by Bowman, equation 2 . 2 2 is usually solved 
by initially making a substitution such as
x - kr 2.25
from which is obtained the following equation
+ —• — + y = 0 2 .2 6
dx x dx
-22-
The Bessel function of the first kind of order zero, 
J (x) , and Neumann’s Bessel function of the second kind ofo
order zero, N (x) are then obtained as separate solutions to » o
equation 2*2*1.
P=° 2aP(pJ)ajo(x) = ° L  2 .27
N (x) = J (x)log(x) + , -— -rp— — 2c28o o 43 p = X „2p, , v 2 n=l n
2  1 ( p i )
Two of the commonly used representations of the 
general solution are the following.
y = AJ (x) + BN (x) 2.29* * 0  0
y = AJq (x ) + BYq (x ) 2.30
where
Yo = - (No(x) - (1oS(2)-y )Jo (x )) 2.31
y is the Euler’s constant; y = 0.5772...
Y (x) is called the Weber's form of the second o
solution and is the commonly used expression in tabulation.
Using 2.25 we have that
P p p P
J (kr) = |T )■ 2.32
O P - O  2 ^(pi)
p + 1 p p
Ho(kr) = Jo(kr)log(kr) + ^  hti— ^ | - L .  A
2 . 3
-23-
We now find that N^Qir) has a singularity when
If — ^ 0 , on account of the log (lor) term whereas from 2.24 
we see that such a singularity is unwarranted. In using 
the solutions given by 2 . 3 2 and 2 . 3 3 we are thus faced to 
exercise a measure of caution. The difficulties associated 
with the singularity in Nq(kr) even when r / 0 , can be 
circumvented in the following manner.
We observe that
y = AJ (kr) + BN (lor) - BJ (lor) log(c) 2.34o o o
is a valid general solution to equation 2.2 2, where c is an 
arbitrary constant.
Since log(kr) - log(k) + log(c),
we can choose c = k, which then removes the singularity
±:\ 1. v in the equation 2.34 when k ~ —? 0. A similar
measure of caution has to be exercised when using higher
order Bessel functions, J (kr) and N (kr) when k 0.’ n n
It would be desirable to have a method of solving
differential equations where this degree of caution is
not necessary. In Appendix 1 xve have given such a
method and in it the substitution such as 2 . 2 3 need not be
made. The application of this method to equation 2 .2 6 is
given in Appendix 2.. The general solution can be expressed
2 2in terms of the functions U (kfx-) and V (k ,r) which weo ’ o ’
have obtained directly as solutions. We can write the
general solution as
y = AU (k2 ,r) + BV (k2 r) 2.35o o
2
-24-
P 2 2. pU (k2 ) - %  i A L i S V L  2 36o i P =o 2apCpi;a
V (k2 r) - X j^Ll (k r ) ^o' ’ ' " p=l „2p, ,x 2 h=X n
"  \ P o )
+ UQ(k2,r)log(r) 2.37
Here xve have that
UQ(k2,r) = JQ(kr) 2 . 3 8
[Note: Using the method described in Appendix 1 , if
we were to express the solution to
-.2 , 2 _d y . l d y  n y . , 2  ^ N— g. .j. ^ - ..* ■ + k y = 0 (n - integer)
dr ' r dr r ”
2 oin terms of the functions U^(\t %r) and (k ,r) c orr e sponding
to 2 . 3 6 and 2.3 7 , we find then that
Un(k2,r) 4 Jn(kr) (n ^ 0)
V (k2,r) 4 N (kr) n * n
2 2U (k , r) and V (k ,r) can be shown to have only even Dowers 11 * n 7
2of k and to be well behaved k 0 whereas J (kr) (n ^ 0) ,
n  7
and N (kr) are not as valid when k J — nf 0„ ]
jlX
.Although when c = k equation 2.34 is identical to
p2.35, in our work the expression 2.35 in terms of U (k ',r)
o
2and v0(k ,r) was first derived by us, and the representation
2.35 in terms of J (kr) and N (kr) was then deduced afterwardso o
y = AU (k2,r) + BW (k2,r) 2.39o o
where
Wq (k2,r) = VQ(k2,r) - UQ(k2,r)log(r^) 2.40
and r is a arbitrary length.
In 2.40 we shall have the logarithmtc expression as
log(J‘/ro). We could consider rQ as some convenient length
to which we have normalised r, so that 2.40 is unaltered when
we change our units of measurements. If we choose r in crnso
to be of value unity and if we express r in cms, 
then
W (k2,r) = V (k2 r) 2.4lo 7 o 7
If we were to express 2.39 In terms of JQ(kr) and
N (kr) we then have o
y = AJQ(kr) + B(Nq (kr) - Jq (kr) Xog(kr) ) 2.4-2
This useful expression is one that may not suggest
itself easily when merely starting off from J (kr) ando
N (kr) and also from the .. mathematical tables ofo
these functions, especially when k — -■=* 0 .
For our purposes we have in 2.33 and 2.39 suitable
2expressions for computation whether k is positive, negative, 
or zero.
We shall now show that of the five equations from 2 . 1 6  
to 2 . 2 0 the following three equations are sufficient to be
Instead of 2.35 we could have as a valid solution
-26-
2considered, in order to express the fields whether k is
positive, negative, or zero
2 .1 ?
2„ 18
G)r" r Sr
+ k2E. = 0
It may be remarked that the expression for the fields 
we get by solving Maxwell’s equation are self-consistent 
expressions for the fields. Although they are self-consistent 
expressions, sometimes, they may not be in a form, suitable 
for computation. We should then examine the possibility 
of expressing the fields in a form suitable for computation 
at least,' without destroying their self-consistent 
relationships.
From equations 2.17 to 2.18 and 2.21 we obtain the 
following self-consistent expressions for the fields directly.
Self-consistent expressions for the fields more amenable to
2 A 5
NOTE PRIMES DENOTE DIFFERENTIATION WITH RESPECT TO r.
computation and physical interpretation as k* — ? 0 is the 
following:
E » k2(AU (k2,r) + BV (k2,r)) 2.46
' s  o  1 o
H0 = -jwe (AU^(k2, r) + BV£(k2,r)) 2.4?
= -jP(AIM (k2,r) + B\H (k2,r)) 2.48
2From these three equations, when k " = 0
2
E = 0 2 A 1
n  -  2 . 5 0
r
e = zJSR 2 . 5 1
Equations 2.4-9, 2.50, and 2.51 represent clearly
the TEM mode of propagation in a coaxial waveguide as we
2should expect it to be when k J = 0. We shall be using the 
equations given by 2.46, 2.47, 2.48 to represent the fields 
for the symmetrical TM mode in a coaxial waveguido of 
which the TEM mode is a special case. These equations are 
just as valid for considering the symmetrical TM mode of 
pro|>agation in a circularly cylindrical waveguide.
2.2. The Boundary Value Problem
We shall now consider the boundary value problem 
appropriate to the system whose cross-section is shown in
- 28 -
Metal
a sz 1. 3 nun
b = 3mm
c = 4mm
d = l4mra
Q = 15mm
eg = 4.1 So
Fig. 8s shows the cross-section of the coaxial waveguide 
system.
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uniform. As regards the plasma, this is a simplified
representation, because a real plasma produced in a
discharge tube is not uniform through its cross-section.
This non-uniformity is associated with sheath formation on 
7the glass walls .
It is sufficient for us to consider the fields 
and only, for matching across the botindaries or inter­
faces. We shall begin by representing the fields Err and 
U0 for each dielectric region with its appropriate constants 
To simplify our representations we shall define 
two functions X(P,Q,r,k2), and Y(P,Qjr,k2) as
X(P,Q,r,k2) I k2(PUQ(k2 ,r) + QYQ(k2 ,e)) 2.52
Y(P,Q,r,k2) 1 - jcoe(PUo(k2,r) + QV^Ck2 ? r) 2*53
For the Uir gap
a £- r ^  b
E = X(A,B,r,k 2) 2.54z o
H0 = Y(A,B,r,lco2) 2 .5 6
k 2 = a>2(is - P2 2.57o o
For the inner glass
b £~. r c
= X(C,D,r,k 2) 2 . 5 8
H0 = Y(C,D,r,kg2) 2.59
Fig * 8. We shall assume that each dielectric region is
-30-
. 2 2 q2 rky = m neg-P a.60
For the plasma
c L r k. d
Ez = X(E,F,r,kp ) 2.6i
= Y(E,F,r,kp2) 2.6a
. 2 2 Q 2 k - to lie - p 
P r  P
o 2= to p,s (1-2E-) - P* 2 .6 3
O £»i0)
For the outer glass
d r- r e
E = X(6 ,H,r,k 2) 2.6%
Hgj = Y(G,H,r,k„2) 2.65
S
kg2 = w2|i.eg- |32 2 .6 6
The boundary condition is that E must be zero
z
at the metal surfaces and that E and llrJt must be continuousz y)
at the dielectric interfaces, 
at r’ = a
2S(A,Bf a,kQ2) = 0 2.76
at r = b
X(A,B,b,k 2) = X(C,D,b,kf) 2.77
t)
Y(A,B,b,ko2) = Y(C,D,b,k^2) 2.78
- 31 -
at r = c
X(C,D,c,k 2) = X(E,F,c,k 2) 2.79S P
Y(C,D,c,k 2) = Y(E,F,c,k 2) 2C80S P
at r = d
X(E,F,d k 2) = X(G,H,d.k 2) 2. 8lp g
Y(E,F,d,k 2) = Y(G,H,d,k 2) 2 .8 2P g
at r = e
X(G,H,©,k 2) = O 2.83g
The condition for the consistency of the set of equations 
from 2 . 7 6 to 2.83 is that the determinant Al defined in 
page 32 must be equal to zero.
Now Al = 0 2.84
represents a transcendental conditional equation for the 
dispersion relationships. The author has chosen to represent 
the dispersion relationship in the form 
1f VS K— —Ag
where f is the frequency and Ag the guide wavelength. This 
is equivalent to the U)-(3 diagram since
CO =  27Tf
, o  27Tand p = r-
The dispersion curves can be obtained from equation 2.84 with 
the aid of a computer.
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Metal
b " 3mm 
c = 4mm
d = 14mm 
e ss 15>mm 
eg = 4.leo
Fig. 9s shows the cross-section of the waveguide system 
in the absence of the inner conductor.
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The method of computation used
We shall illustrate by way of an example how the value 
of Xg was determined for a given value of the frequency f„
For a given value of the frequency/- f a series of values for Al 
were obtained for discrete values of A.g„ Such a range of 
values which is of interest is given below.
Table 1.
Frequency 
= 0.65G.Hn
Xg in cms, Computed values of 
Al
22.5 -0.259 7819 0
2 3. 0 -0.1324020
23,5 -o. 00 737330
24* 0 +o. 11382312
24.5 +o. 23271215
In this example it can be seen that the required value 
of Xg lies in the range 2 3 . 5 - 24.0 cms. It is also clear 
that by using a finer interval for Xg that the required Xg 
can be determined more accurately. In the above example by 
using an interval of Gn01 cms. for Xg values the required Xg 
was obtained as 23.53 cms. This example is used to illustrate 
that the accuracy of the computation can be made to be much 
more than the thickness of the curves used to represent them.
The conditional equation when the inner conductor is withdrawn 
The analysis used so far, with the inner conductor
35'
<3
III
i
ij
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present, can be easily modified to take into account the case 
when the inner conductor is withdrawn. It is of course presumed 
that the space which was occupied by the inner conductor now 
contains air. This configuration is shown in Fig, 9»
For the inner dir space we have as in equation 2.54
and 2 .5 6
Ez = X(A,B,r,k ) ' 2.5k,
= Y(A,B,r,ko2) 2.56
but now the range of r in the air space has to be specified 
as
0 S r ^  b
However, the constant B in each of these equations is•
1
multiplied by a function which has the term log(r). Now log(r) 
has a singularity at r = 0. If these solutions are to be 
physically significant then they have to be well-behaved over 
their domain, which also includes the point r = 0o This will 
be the case if
B = 0 2.85
With this modification the set of equations from
27.6 to 2.83 can now be used. For the consistency of these
equations the determinant A2 defined dn page 35 must be equal 
to zero.
that is A2 = 0 2.86
Not every solution given by either 
\
A l  = O 2.84
or A2 = 0 2.86
need corresponds to the lowest order symmetrical TM mode.
- 37 -
It may foe reiterated at this stage that tie backward wave predicted 
by Napoli and Swartz and Finder and Foulds, with or without the 
inner conductor was for the lowest order symmetrical TM mode. For 
each of the dispersion curves it is therefore necessary to have 
some means of ascertaining the order of the symmetrical TM mode 
of propagation.
Criteria^ for the order of the symme t r i c al TM modes
From the plot of H,.> as a function of r it is possible to 
determine the order of the symmetrical TM mode for a given 
dispersion curve.
(a) 171th the inner conductor p resent
If the amplitude of at any point in its domain over r 
is not zero then it corresponds to the lowest order symmetrical 
TM mode.
If the amplitude of is zero at one point in its 
domain over r then it corresponds to the first higher order 
symmetrical TM mode.
If the amplitude of H - is zero at n points in its 
domain over r then it corresponds to n higher order symmetrical 
TM mode.
(b) Without the inner conductor
Except for the point r = 0, if the amplitude of Hg at 
any point in its domain over r is not zero such a mode 
corresponds to the lowest order symmetrical TM mode.
Excluding the point r = 0, if the amplitude of is zero
- 38 ~
that n points in its domain over r then it corresponds to tlie n 
higher order symmetrical TM mode.
The criteria for slow waves an d fast waves 
For a fast wave
V C when P — co
where C is a positive constant 
For a slow wave
doo . n vdp as P — > oo
and also is positive for finite positive values of P
For a slow backward wave 
4vr — > 0 as p — V ood P
d(
d Pand also is' negative for finite positive values of p,
The distinction between the forward wave and the backward 
wave is connected with the direction of the phase velocity 
relative to the group velocity. The group velocity must 
somehow be related to a vector associated with power flow and 
this vector must necessarily be real if the group velocity is 
rea3.. Group velocity is also the velocity of a wave-packet 
or photon. The power flow is related to the field quantities 
E and H„ The average power-flow W through the entire cross- 
section is given by
¥ = { P.ds 2.8?
where the vector P is defined as
-  39 -
P = -J Real part (E x ffE) 2.88
In our problem Es is always out of phase by %/2> from
both and H^ „ Now and need not always be In phase 
everywhere. It is still possible to have a real P when Er is 
out of phase from by TC. This is a particular feature of the
plasma below the plasma frequency because below the plasma
frequency i'ts permittivity is negative. Now since the sign of 
P changes depending on the nature of the dielectric in the 
different parts of the waveguide the direction of the group 
velocity cannot be related to the sign of P.
Consider the vector T defined by
!>P« els 2 .8 9
^ds
Now T represents the average power flow density 
averaged over the entire cross-section. We can now assume 
that the group velocity has the same sign T.
Noxf in our case
r2
T  -------- \ ( E Hi 2 TCr dr 2 .9 0
4 l t ( r Q - r  ) )  '  r  &2 1 rx
where Z is an unit vector in the direction of the phase velocity, 
A plot of as a function of r should enable us to
bring this point out clearly. For a backward wave we can 
expect the value of the integral in 2 .9 0 to be a negative 
quantity and for a forward wave xve can expect this to be 
positive.
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The transmission line analysis
An approximation technique which is often used to 
derive the u)-{3 diagram when the inner conductor is present is 
what is known as the transmission line analysis.
This analysis gives a conditional eq^ ^ation which is 
much simpler to evaluate than that given by equation 2.84.
It is useful to carry out this analysis in order to ascertain 
how far if is reliable as an approximation technique.
In the presence of a single conventional dielectric 
the lowest order TM mode in a coaxial waveguide is the TEM 
mode for which
f32 = oo2vts 2 . 9 1
Mien several layers of dielectrics are present the 
TEM mode exists no more, but as an approximation the lowest 
order TM mode can be treated as a TEM mode, for which the following 
equation is considered:-
|32 = a)2vie* 2.92
where S’ is the effective permittivity of the system.
For the configuration shown in Fig. 8 an expression 
for 6 f can be obtained by considering the capacitance C per 
unit length of the guide.
The value of C is given by
C = 2lt/C-“log(|) + fjlogCf) + + !-loS(f)] 2.93
If the same value of the capacitance is given by 
a single dielectric of permittivity £f placed between the
- 4 1 -
inner and outer condxictor then
c = S2ES1 2.94
los(§)
From the equation 2.93 and 2.94 £' is given by 
s . = log (f > /[-1-log (|) + |jlos(^-|) + i~log(-f)] 2.95
This value for e 1 can foe used in equation 2.92 
This gives
, 2 . .2
2.96
/ G \where 1 - '|aolog(—)
»  = f  + § i * ° « < | f >
and n = ij-loglf)
It is clear that equation 2.96 is much simpler to 
evaluate than the equation 2.84.
We shall now proceed to study the dispersion curves 
for the following cases.
(A) Inner conductor present, plasma frequency 
= 0.
(B) Inner condxictor removed, plasma frequency 
= 1.225 G.He.
(C) Inner conductor present, plasma frequency 
= 1.225 G.Ks.
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(A) Inner Conductor Pre_s_ent, Plasma Frequency = 0
In the expression for the plasma permittivity 
(0 2
s  = - -f->
0)
if CO = op
then £ = £ 2.97p o
The four separate dielectric regions in Fig. 8, from 
the inner to the outer conductor are now
air glass — - air — - glass
This problem now presents itself as a special case 
in our general derivation with the plasma present. Beam and 
Dobson had previously shown that the lowest order symmetrical 
TM mode of propagation when two annular conventional dielectric 
regions were present had the cut-off frequency at zero.
Although in our case we have more than two dielectric regions 
we can reasonably expect to find a similar sort of result. The 
particular analysis used by Beam and Dobson becomes cumbersome 
when more than two dielectric regions are present. In their 
method they also had to specify how the ordinary and modified
Bessel functions had to be used for the two dielectric regions.
2The series solutions we have used have a single form whether k 
is positive negative or zero, which obviates the necessity for 
making a similar sort of distinction.
The dispersion curves given by the Field Analysis and 
the Transmission Line Analysis are shown in Fig. 10. For the 
Field Analysis equations 2.84 and 2.97 were used and for the 
transmission line analysis the equations 2.95 arid 2.97 were used,
- 43 -
Theoretical Results
2 . 0 -p
1.5 -
1 .0
light line / 
in air /
0 .5  -
0
/
/
/
. light line 
in glass
A - field analysis
B - transmission line 
analysis
metal
glass
air
glass
air
metal
a a 1.5mm 
b = 3mm 
c = 4mm 
d a l4mm 
e a 15mm
0 . 0 5  •» 0 .1 0
l A g  cm”
0.15
Fig. 10: shows the dispersion curves in the absence of the
plasma xirhen the inner conductor is present, as given by the 
field analysis and the transmission line analysis.
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It can be seen in Fig. 10 that there is a small but 
noticeable difference between the Field Analysis and the 
Transmission Line Analysis. It can be seen that at any given 
frequency the phase velocity and the group velocity happens to be 
greater than that suggested foyr the transmission line analysis.
It will be interesting to see whether the same feature is 
maintained even when the plasma is present. Similar to the 
results given by Beam and Dobson we find that the cut-off 
frequency is zero. The dispersion curve in Fig. 10 as given 
by the Field Analysis showed no noticeable departure from 
a straight line.
We conclude from the above considerations that a normal 
mode of propagation does exist down to zero frequency for the 
configuration shown in Fig. 8, when the plasma is switched off.,
(B) Inner Conductor Removed, Plasma Frequency = 1. 2.25 G-oHz
The configuration shown in Fig. 9 has no normal mode of 
propagation down to zero frequency when the plasma frequency is 
zero. WlthoLit the plasma, propagation occurs above about 7 G. Hz.
It is therefore to be noted that the plasma frequency of 1.225 G , Hz 
is way below the cut-off frequency of the normal waveguide system.
The dispersion curves given by equation 2.86 for the 
plasma frequency of 1.225 G.Hz is shown in Fig. 11. Here a slow 
forward wave and a backward wave can be seen.
These results are in general agreement with the studies 
of Paik, Napoli and Swartz, Pinder and Foulds, Clarricoats,
Clver and Wong. From the studies of these authors it can be
1231 iiSht-line £or * medium represents
of theSTEM CUrVG for the Propagation TEM wave xn that medium.
Fig.31: shows the dispersion curves in the absence of the inner 
conductoro
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seen that there is a good measure of qualitative agreement between j 
the exact field analysis and the field analysis based on the
pslow-wave approximation. In the slow wave approximation k is
2 'taken to be very much greater than oo ]is0 This means that 
2instead of k J being expressed as
•j 2 2 p  2k - to p,S - [3 
it is now approximated to
k2 = ~(32
[This approximation must be sharply distinguished from the 
transmission line analysis where
(02p,s‘ - (32 = k2 = o
£ * being the effective permittivity]
It had been assumed by previous authors that both
the backward wave and the slow forward wave correspond to the
lowest order symmetrical TM mode. This point will be
considered carefully in due course.
In Fig. 12 for the backward wave each of the quantities,
E * E — . and the product E H ,  are shown plotted as a function5T o’ 4 r p
r at the frequency of 1.170 G.Hz. Fig. X2d clearly shows
that except for the point r 0, is not zero anywhere
else within the guide. From this it can be deduced that
ccxio
the backward wave is indeed a lowest order/symmetrical TM mode.
Fig. 12e shows that the power flow for the backward wave is 
largely dominated by the jjlasma. Consider now the quantities 
P and T defined in equations 2.88 and 2.89o
ft O D* 
I I I
H HV) rf=- f '
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P =  - l - V k  2 -99
T = — ^  \ E H, 2TUrdr 2.100
4rce 6 r  ^
Z stands for the unit vector in the direction of the
phase velocity. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 12e that P
does change in direction and that T has a sign opposite to
that of Z. The fact that it is a backward wave also means that 
the direction of the group velocity is opposite to that of Z. 
This shows that the vector T is more relevant to the direction 
of the group velocity than is the vector P. The'phenomenon 
of energy transfer or information transfer takes place with the 
speed of the group velocity and must therefore be related to 
T rather than to P. __  ___________
These results can be explained;'-in ; terms-. of .the 
translatory states of motion of a :t.s.ingle,>plio'tah^ -t>r^ wave packet. 
Prior to any measurement being made a single photon must be 
viewed as having all the translatory states of motion, through 
every point in the cross-section at the same time. For this 
not all. points in the cross-section must be viex^ ed as being 
equivalent. The translatory state through a point must be 
viewed as being weighted by a factor proportional to given
in equation 2.99 and 2.100. For the backward wave this means 
that prior to any measurement being made, the same photon has 
positive and negative translatory states of motion in different 
parts of the guide. If xve try to find whether a photon is in 
a small area of cross-section in the guide, the act of 
measurement causes the single photon either to jump certainly
- 49 -
into or outside the area of measurement, because a fraction of 
a photon cannot be measured or even thought of. If a large 
number of photons are present then the probability, that any 
given area will yield a result is proportional to over
that area. From Fig. I2d we must conclude that with a large 
number of photons a measurement in the plasma will give photons 
propagating in a direction opposite to that of the phase 
velocity and a measurement in the air gap or glass will show 
photons travelling in a direction opposite to that of the 
phase velocity. Prior to a measurement it 's not possible 
to prescribe either a completely forward or a completely 
backward direction to a single photon. There is a similarity 
between this and the phenomenon associated with the interference 
pattern of a double slit. In the case of the doiible slit 
there are translatory states of motion through both slits 
simultaneously for a single photon. If we now try to find in 
which slit a photon passes through, such a measurement destroys 
the interference pattern and causes the photon to jump wholly 
into one or the other; the translatory states of motion cannot 
now be described as taking place through both slits. It may be 
remembered that a photon interferes x-rith itself and not with 
another photon. In the case of the double slit prior to a 
given measurement the translationary state of motion exists 
simultaneously through both slits per photon. The translatory 
states being all in the forward direction. In the case of 
our structure prior to a measurement translatory states of 
motion exists simultaneously in the forward and backward
-  50 -
direction in different parts of the guide per photon. The 
velocity of propagation of a photon becomes an average effect 
of all translationary states through all points in the cross- 
section and it is for this reason that its direction is associated 
with that of the vector T.
In Fig. 13 for the slow forward wave each of the
quantities E , E , H , and the product EH/ are shown plotted ass’ r ’ p r 0
a function of r at the frequency of 5G mils. Fig. 1 3d shows
that excluding the point r = 0, is zero at one other point 
in its domain. From this it can be deduced that the slow 
forward wave is the first higher order symmetrical TM mode.
This is contrary to what previous authors had assumed it to be.
If one examines carefully the field patterns given by previous 
f authors one can deduce that the slow forward wave is in fact
the first higher order symmetrical TM mode, but due to some 
oversight it had been mistakenly taken to be a lowest order 
symmetrical TM mode. Fig. 13e shows that the states of 
translatory motion of a photon for the slow forward wave is 
highly weighted in the outer glass region. This particular 
feature is in accord with curves shown by previous authors.
We can take it, from the studies of the previous authors, 
that the approximation technique appropriate to the system 
without the inner conductor is the slow wave approximation, 
because using the slow wave approximation the presence of the 
slow forward wave and the backward wave had been deduced by 
them.
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(C) Inner Conductor Present, Plasma Frequency - 1.225 Go Hz.
By using the slow wave approximation Napoli and Swartz 
concluded that the backward wave still persists even when the 
inner conductor is inserted. Pinder using the slow wave 
approximation came to the same conclusion. One of the 
deductions made by Pinder is that normal electromagnetic
wave propagation is not possible below the plasma frequency due 
to the presence of electrons, instead a different kind of 
propagation takes place due to the electronic motion, thus the 
slow wave propagation in a coaxial line is similar to the 
slow wave propagation in a circular waveguide containing an 
annular plasma column”.
According to Pinder the slow forward wave and the slow 
backward wave will exist with the inner conductor as well. Using 
the exact field analysis we shall subsequently show that while 
the slow forward wave is virtually unaffected by the presence 
of the inner conductor, the backward wave is no longer present.
The following features characterise Pinder ?s asaalysis 
when the inner conductor was present.
(a) The exact field analysis was used above the 
plasma frequency.
(b) As an approximation technique the transmission 
line analysis was accepted above the plasma frequency.
(c) Below the plasma frequency the slow wave a£>proximatio 
was tried and its results accepted.
(d) Below the plasma frequency the results given 
by the transmission line analysis rejected completely.
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The feature that is lacking in this analysis is that the exact
field analysis was not tried below the plasma frequency. The
success of the slow wave approximation below the plasma frequency
without the inner conductor seems to have provided a priori
justification for its use even when the inner conductor was
2present. Depending on whether k is positive is negative for 
each dielectric separate conditional equations had to
be considered by Pinder because of his usuage of conventional 
solution to Bessel's equation. The Bessel Neuman’s solution 
of th© second kind may have also presented computational 
difficulties at the approaches to the light lines. One could 
conjecture these as some of the reasons why he preferred the 
slow wave approximation to the exact field analysis below the 
plasma frequency. The lack of fast computing facilities must 
have e-TcWA a more thorough investigation made.
For the configuration shown in Fig. 8 the solutions 
given by equation 2.84 are shown in Fig. 14. The results 
given by the transmission line equation 2.95 are also shorn in the 
same figure. It is clear from this figure that there is no 
solution present which corresponds to a backward wave. It is 
only the slow forward wave I which seems to be virtually unaffected 
whether the inner conductor is present or not.
Fig. 15d for H0 shows that the slow forward wave I is 
also the first higher order symmetrical TM mode. We can take 
it that with the inner conductor present the slow wave 
approximation is likely to be reliable only as far as the 
slow forward wave I is concerned.
- 5  4 -
Fig. 14: shows the dispersion curves in the inner conductor 
present both according to the transmission line analysis and 
the field analysis. Plasma frequency « 1.22 GHz.
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Fig. 14 shows that the approximation technique appropriate 
for both the slovr forward wave II and the fast wave is that of 
the transmission line analysis.
In Fig. 16, for the slow forward wave II each of the 
quantities and the product E^ Ii0 are shown plotted
as a function of r at the frequency of 1.170 G.Hs. Fig. l6d 
shoxirs that H_, is not zero anywhere in its domain. This clearlyp
indicates that the slow forward wave II propagates in the lowest 
order symmetrical TM mode. Similar field plots for the fast 
forward wave are given in Fig. 17*, From Fig, l?d we can also 
deduce that the fast xsave propagates in the lowest order 
symmetrical TM mode.
The values for the phase Velocity and the group velocity 
as suggested by the transmission line analysis comes out to be 
loxver than the value given by the Field Analysis. This 
feature seems to persist x^ hether the plasma is present or not 
as can be seen from Figs. 10 and 14.
We shall now examine the changes that take place xdien 
the dimension of the inner conductor is altered to a lesser 
value. According to the field analysis these changes are 
shoxvn in Fig. These changes according to the transmission
line analysis are given in Fig. l8fc> The similarity between 
these changes also helps to reinforce the argument that the 
transmission line analysis cannot be discarded as an 
approximation technique if an approximation technique is required 
for the lowest order symmetrical TM mode for a multi-layered 
coaxial line.
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FigJ!8as those dispersion curves are tho results given by the 
field analysis for two different values of the inner 
conductoro
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Fig. 18b: These dispersion curves are the results given by
the transmission line analysis for two different values of 
the inner conductor. Plasma frequency = 1.225 GHz.
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Otir analysis shows that the slow wave approximation 
is not entirely reliable as an approximation technique because 
even though it can show the presence of the slow forward wave I 
it is liable to give spurious results by indicating a backward 
wave which the exact field analysis fails to reveal0/ This 
is for the case with the inner conductor present.
The exact field analysis failed to reveal any solution
just below the plasma frequency. In the computation when a
solution is present at a given frequency a change in the
sign of Al takes place through zero when Ag is scanned. This
is as indicated in Table 1 , page 3*1 0 The solution can
also be looked upon as that value of Ag for a given frequency
for which /Al/ has a minimum value equal to zero, / / being
the symbol used to represent the modulus.. Below the plasma
frequency (where previous authors had shown the backward wave
to be present using the slow wave approximation) there was no
change in the sign of Al through zero as Ag was scanned.
However it was possible to find a value of Ag for a given
frequency such that /Al/ had a minimum value. However, this
minimum value was generally greater than 4 .0 and the minimum
itself was rather flat and it was not such that it could be
1approximated to zero. The plot of frequency v s ^  which 
corresponded to 11011-zero minima values of /Al/ are shown in 
Fig. 19b This curve resembles that of a backward wave. It i/ 
possible that this could present itself as a real 
propagating wave when the slow wave approximation is used.
By the exact field analysis there was no possibility of
-61-
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Figo1 9 ' this docs not represent a dispersion curve. It shows the 
plot obtained when the modulus value of the determinant 
in page 12 hi s minimum valueswwhich are not equal to £cro
mistaking it for a real solution. It is clear that the backward 
wave which may be present in the absence of the inner conductor 
need not be present when the inner conductor is inserted.
The results obtained so far assuming a uniform density 
plasma cannot be expected to show exactly what happens in 
practice, because in practice the plasma is non-uniform. The 
problem of a non-uniform plasma is not easy to handle 
theoretically. In Chapter 5 we have attempted a theoretical 
investigation of a multi-layered plasma and the iresults obtained 
show an important difference to what has been presented in this 
chapter.
In this section the experimental arrangement will be 
described.
The experimental arrangement was set up prior to the 
completion of our theoi-etical investigation. The particular set 
up chosen was in a large measure guided by the theoretical 
results of Pinder and Foulds and Napoli and Swarts. The 
primary objective was to find the backward wave they had 
predicted for the coaxial arrangement. Using the normal slotted 
line arrangement (in which a probe is moved along a longitudinal 
slot in the outer conductor) Pinder failed to find the backward
wave. His theory had also suggested that munh of the field for
the backward wave is concentrated at the inner plasma glass inter­
face which was attributed to be the reason why his experimental 
arrangement did not show up the backxrard wave. With this 
perspective on the prior art xire shall now proceed to describe 
our experimental set up.
The discharge xiras produced in a mercury vapour tube of 
annular construction. The choice of mercury vapour for the 
discharge gas was made on account of the large amount of 
information which exists 011 such discharges.
The guide wavelength was measured using a novel coaxial
standing xvave detector, which x^ras designed for this purpose.
One could envisage other uses to this device besides the 
particular use to which we put it. We shall consider some 
general features of this device and then consider the particular 
adaption of it for our experimental arrangement.
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3.10 The Coaxial Standing Have Detector
One of the common methods of measuring the guide wavelength 
is measurement of the standing wave pattern. In a conventional 
standing wave detector in a coaxial wave g uide a probe is moved 
along a longitudinal slot which is cut in the outer conductor0 
In the standing wave detector which we shall describe, use is 
made of the inner conductor, and the longitudinal slot is 
dispensed with altogether. With the aid of Fig. 20 we shall 
describe the basic principles of this standing wave detector.
A is the outer conductor which terminates at x
The inner conductor consists of two precision telescopic 
lengths D and C.
D is a fixed hollow conductor which terminates at y.
C is a hollow conductor which can slide into D.
P is a small hole in the wall of C through which a
probe protrudes.
The probe is linked to an external detector by means 
of a sub-miniature coaxial cable Carried inside C.
By sliding the inner conductor C the radial electric 
field component may be sampled in the part of the coaxial 
system between y and x. Standing wave patter^ can be set 
up by any impedance mismatch of the fields at x. If we 
leave the end x open it is important to ensure that the 
movement of the inner conductor does not alter the impedance 
at x. A screen such as S could be used for this purpose.
The inner conductor C then should have a sufficient length
beyond the screen to allow the probe to move from y to x whilst
-65-
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presenting an unchanged geometry between x and the screen S.
There are certain limitations to the general 
usefulness of this device. The chief disadvantage is that 
it has to be placed at the end of a microwave transmission 
line and is only suitable for studying the propagation 
characteristics of materials when such materials are p3.aced 
between y and x. Subject to the requirement that the object 
or an effective part of the object is contained between y 
and x, there are other advantages this device does provide.
We shall consider some of these advantages in general terms^ 
that is^irrespective of whether the object under investigation 
is a plasma or not. There are some advantages to be had by 
not having a longitudinal slot. The presence of a 
longitudinal slot could give rise to slot modes which could 
interfere with the measurements being made. Moreover there 
is the problem of machining the slot accurately over a long 
length especially when large wavelengths have to be measured.
A longitudinal slot is compatible only if the wall currents 
in the position where the slot is placed is also in the 
longitudinal direction. This is not the case when hybrid 
modes are present. For studying materials such as ferrites 
or magnetised plasma where hybrid modes are necessary for 
propagation the standing wave-detector we have described 
could prove useful. The chief advantage in having the 
probe at the inner conductor is that the radial electric 
field is strong near the inner conductor than at the outer 
conductor.
-67-
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The standing wave-detectorsystein needs to be adapted 
in order to accommodate the annular plasma column in it. 
Provisions have to foe made in order to allow connections to 
the anode pins to foe made. This was achieved by having 
two outer conductors of two different diameters. This is 
shown in Fig. 21. The system was made up of two separate 
sections of wave-guides which were linked together. One 
section serves as the microwave input coupler and the other 
section carried the plasma column. Fig. 22 shows the two 
sections linked up and the method by which the connections to 
the anode pins were made can be seen from it. The fixed 
hollow inner conductor is wholly contained within the 
microwave input coupler. Fig. 23 shows the outer conductors 
and the inner conductors separated out. It is clear that 
there is an impedance mismatch at the plane where the two 
sections join up, but this need not wholly prevent some 
propagation taking place into the main guide. The total 
length of the input coupler was 50 cms. The sliding inner 
conductor had a length of about l80 cms. The outer diameter 
of the sliding inner conductor and the inner diameter of 
the fixed inner conductor was about 3 mm. The guide 
containing the plasma had a length of about 60 cms. The 
hole in the wall through which the probe protrudes had a 
diameter of about 0.7 mm. Fixing the probe proved a 
difficult operation. A 30 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire 
was first threaded through the hole and connected to the core, 
of a sub-miniature coaxial cable which had an overall 
diameter of about 0.75"o By means of the enamelled copper
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wire this cable was pulled through the sliding innei" conductor.
The probe consisted of a millimeter of the bared core of the
sub-miniature coax cable which protruded through the hole.
The probe was insxilated from the wall and fixed rigidly with
Araldite. For the sub-miniature coax cable a length of
Filotex RG178 B.U. was used. This type could withstand
otemperatures of up to 200 C. The coax cable terminated in 
a B.N.C. connector which was fastened to the end of the 
sliding inner conductor. The first attempt at making this 
probing system was a success. Subsequently after several 
measurements were made in the experimental set up, the 
protruding probe snapped. Attempts at fabricating this 
probing device once more proved wearisome and unsuccessful.
We consider the first successful attempt as somewhat 
fortituous and that much development work needs to be done 
to make its fabrication and operation efficient. Since 
much time was required to interpret the results already 
obtained, a great length of time to develop the probing 
system for further measurements could not be spared. One 
variation of the probing system that was also attempted was 
to incorporate a diode, a resistor and a capacitor within 
the sliding inner conductor close to the probe, but without 
success.
3a2. The Annular Mercury Vapour Discharge Tube
The plasma was produced in a sealed mercury vapour 
discharge tube of annular construction, which contained a
-  72 -
pool of mercury. In such a tube the vapour pressure of 
mercury depends on the temperature of the coolest part of 
the tube. The advantage this presents is that by contro3.1ing 
the temperature of the pool of mercury the pressure in the tube 
can be controlled. The annular discharge tube was made for 
us under the terms of the C.V. D. research contract by the 
General. Electric Company (G.E.C. ), at the Hirst Research 
Centre at Wsnsbl&jr. The initial specification to which the 
tube was made is shown in Fig. 24.
D is the main anode and C the thermionic cathode.
A and B are subsidiary anodes to help initiate the 
discharge if difficulties arose in striking directly to 
the main anode D.
All the anodes are hollow and cylindrical in shape.
X and X0 are floating double probes, each inserted
JL &
0.5 cos into the tube and are cylindrical in shape with a 
diameter of 0.5 mm.
E is a tungsten rod in the bottom arm of the discharge 
tube, which contains the pool of mercury. This provision of 
the tungsten rod in contact with the pool of mercury, was 
to allow for an arc discharge as a means of generating the 
plasma, in case the hot cathode in the side arm did not prove 
successful in producing it. However, the thermionic discharge 
was deemed more desirable than the arc discharge because 
it is not easy to control an arc discharge.
As a tube of this annular configuration, with the 
cathode in the side arm was not known to have been success-
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fully operated before, the problem was approached with some 
apprehension as to its feasibility. A considerable amount 
of time was necessary to develop it and make it operational.
It was found during the construction that the tube was easily 
fractured by the differential expansion of the inner and 
outer glass tubes and an important modification was found to 
be necessary. A system of five glass bellows was incorporated 
into the inner glass tube to allow for this expansion. Each 
glass bellow was capable of accommodating an expansion in 
the tube of about 1 mm. The system of glass bellows can 
be seen in Fig. 2.5.
The tube thus constructed produced a stable discharge. 
The cathode was of the directly heated type requiring about 
30 Amps at 2.8V for thermionic emission. It was realised 
that heating the cathode with A.C. produced a modulation on 
the plasma which interfered with the measurements being made. 
For this reason the cathode was heated with DcC. from a 
highly stabilised power swipply that was available.
3.3o The Experimental, Arrangement
The experiment was initially set up with a view to 
taking measurements for a magnetized plasma as wellj if 
possible, but this aspect of the work was soon abandoned 
because it was found that with the magnetic fields on, the 
plasma was visibly pinched rendering it too non-uniform.
One of the solenoids provided a convenient means of mounting 
the waveguide which contained the plasma tube. Another
76
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solenoid acted as a screen to the radiation from the open end 
of the waveguide from interfering with other sensitive 
measuring instruments. The far end of the sliding inner 
conductor was mechanically fixed to the sliding arm of a 
linear potentiometer. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 26. 
By this arrangement the positional information of the probe 
was recorded on the X axis of the X-Y recorder. Fig. 26 
also shows the input connection to the Y axis of the X-Y 
recorder from the diode detector. In the actual experiment 
the output of the diode detector was first fed to a tuned 
amplifier and the output of it was then fed to the Y-axis 
of the X-Y recorder. The tuned amplifier amplified at the 
modulation frequency of the signal which was at 1 khz.
The system was so arranged that by turning a wheel the 
movement of the sliding arm of the potentiometer and hence 
that of the inner conductor could be effected.
The input arrangement of the signal to the plasma 
waveguide is shovm in Fig. 27. The signal frequency was 
measured using a digital frequency meter. The input 
was tuned at each frequency with the variable length 
coaxial line and the stub tuner used in conjunction with 
one another. Fig. 28 gives a view of the experimental 
apparatus.
Since the air gap had a diameter of about 6 ram. and 
the inner conductor had an outer diameter of about 3 mm., 
a spacer had to be used to hold the inner conductor centrally
~ 8 o  ~
in the air gap. The spacer compr'ised of a teflon ring 1 ram. 
thick, which was fixed to the inner conductor at about 10 cms. 
from the probe.
In this section we shall discuss the experimental 
results that were obtained. These results were obtained 
prior to having worked out our theory. As stated previously 
the design of the experiment was based on the theoretical 
studies of Napoli and Swartz and Finder and Foulds. The 
primary objective was to find experimental evidence for the 
backward wave when the inner conductor was present. The 
results did not correspond in any way to the existence of the 
backward/, hut subsequent theoretical results* hav»<t shown that 
no such backward wave is to be expected. There are also 
other features in the experimental results which cannot be 
explained by the theory which assumes an uniform density 
plasma. As has been pointed out in the last chapter the 
experiment was designed to take measurements only when the 
inner conductor was present and no facilities for taking 
measurements without the inner conductor was provided.
4.1. The Experimental Results in the Absence, of the Plasma 
The experimental results without the plasma were quite
straightforward and a close agreement with the theoretical 
results was obtained. These are shown in Fig. 29» These 
results are sufficiently clear not to need any further comment.
4.2. The Experimental Results with the Plasma Present 
With the plasma switched on there were several
intriguing features about the dispersion curves that were 
obtained. The dispersion curves showed a large number of 
pass bands and stop bands.
- 8x -
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Measurements were made for the values of the discharge 
current at 300 ma and 400 ma. The temperature of the mercury 
pool was held at about l8°C0 which corresponded with a vapour 
pressure of about 1 x 10 ram of mercury. The measurements 
.were made over the frequency range from about 4^0 MHs to 
aboxit S00 GHz. At the pass-bands standing wave plots were 
obtained at intervals of about 5 to 10 MHs. The information 
sought was not the standing wave ratio itself, but an indication 
of the positions of the minima from which the guide wavelength 
could be deduced. The type of graphs obtained at the pass 
bands from the X-Y recorder is shown in Fig. 30o At a 
certain region of the stop band a cut-off phenomenon was 
recorded. This is shown in Fig. 31o At some regions of 
the stop band it was possible to see standing waves when the 
tuned amplifier was set at the maximum level of gain. These 
standing waves were not as distinct as those shown in Fig. 30 
on account of the signal level being very close to that of the 
noise level. Although it was not clear at that time it now 
seems as though these standing waves resulted from the second 
harmonics of the generator rather than from the fundamental 
frequencies themselves. For the frequency of 3°0 roa the disper­
sion curves which were initially drawn are show in Fig. 32.
Those shown within the bounded region were obtained only with 
the highest gain setting of the tubed amplifier. A replot 
has been made in Fig. 33 where the points within the bo^ zvdad 
region in Fig. 32 are treated as due to the second harmonic 
of the generator. This seems to confirm that these points
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1 | Frequency Experimental Results
1 in GHz.
Fig. 32: shows the experimental results for the discharge 
current of 300 m,a. The points within the bounded region 
are considered as due to the second harmonic of the 
frequencies shown (See Fig. 33* ).
-8 7 -
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within the bounded region can be seen to agree with the
views that they are in fact second harmonics of the frequencies
which were measured.
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ard indeed the second harmonics of the generator. Fig. 34
shows the dispersion curves for the discharge current of
,\ '
400 ma.
From both Figs. 33 and 34 what is known as the fast 
wave seems to be the feature which is most discernible from 
the theory of the uniform plasma. Instead of a clear cut 
stop band suggested by the theory we notice a series of pass- 
bands and stop bands which also seem to vary with the discharge 
current. Moreover slow waves seem to propagate right up to 
the cut-off frequency of the fast waves and even slightly 
beyond it. Fig. 35 shows the simultaneous propagation of the 
fast wave and the slew wave at the frequency of 1„095 GHz for 
the discharge current of 300 ma.
If we were to discern the cut-off frequency of the
fast wave as the plasma frequency then it is found that there
is no clear cut relationship between the plasma frequency and
the value of the discharge current. If the plasma was uniform
we could expect the plhsma frequency to be proportional
to the square root of the current. For the discharge current
of 400 ma, the cut-off frequency of the fast wave can be
obtained from Fig. 34 to be about 1.44 GHz. At 300 ma discharg
current Fig. 33 gives the cut-off frequency as 1-.07 GHz.
1 44The ratio of the cut-off frequencies — I* 3^-L 07
The corresponding ratio of the square root of the
-  91 -
The discrepancy in the two values suggest that the 
plasma is non-uniform
In the light of the experimental results the important 
questions that need to be answered are the following:-
(a) Is the cut-off frequency of the fast wave associated 
with the maximum value of the plasma frequency or with the 
average value of the plasma frequency?
(b) Do es a non-uniform plasma produce more stop bands 
and pass bands than that suggested by the theory of the 
uniform plasma?
An exact analysis of the non-uniform plasma is not easy 
to carry out. One is also handicapped in this due to the 
lack of information as to the exact density profile of the 
plasma in the annulus.
In Chapter 5 we have carried out a theoretical study 
of a model of a multilayered plasma. Stich a model is at best 
a very crude approximation to a non-uniform plasma which is 
met with in practice. Nevertheless it shows that the cut-off 
frequency of the fast wave is related to the maximum value of 
the plasma density. It also shows the presence of an extra 
pass band.
¥e deduce that while the theory of the uniform plasma 
accounts for the absence of the backward wave in the experiment, 
it does not explain tie large number of stop bands and pass bands 
that were observed.
- 92 -
Chapter
5 © 1• The Multilayered Plasma
It has already been noted in Chapter 4 that the uniform 
density plasma model is incapable of providing qualitative 
agreement with all the experimental results that were obtained. We 
shall now investigate to find what changes occur when the single 
plasma with uniform density is replaced by several layers of 
uniform plasma, each layer having its own plasma frequency. A 
model of the plasma comprising of five discrete layers will now 
be considered. In such a consideration these are innumerable 
combinations in xvhich a model can be constructed. There are 
various proportions in which the thicknesses of the layers could 
be specified and there are also various proportions in which the 
plasma frequencies can be assigned to the layers. Of the various 
combinations that could be envisaged we have restricted our 
computation to one particular combination.
The boundary value problem will be solved for the structure 
shown in Fig. 36 with the values for the plasma frequencies given 
in Fig. 37. The conditional equation for the dispersion curves 
are given by equating the determinant A3 defined in page 95 to zero.
That is
A3 = 0
The solutions obtained are shown in Fig. 3 8. If we 
compare this with Fig. 14 we see that a new pass band which we 
have called the slow forward wave III has emerged. Another 
feature which is noticeable in Fig. 38 is that the cut-off frequency
93 -
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Fig. 3 6: shows the cross-section of the coaxial system 
with the multilayered plasma.
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Fig. 39 shows the distribution of the electric field E as a
i 55
function of the radial distance for the slow forward wave III.
Frequency = 7l8lfthz.
-  98 -
as a function of the radial distance for the slow forward 
wave III. Frequency = 7l8MHze
„ 99 -
forward wave III. Frequency « 718MH2. This clearly 
shows that the slow foi-ward wave III is a first higher 
order symmetrical TM mode.
-  1 0 0  -
Fig. 42s Show the distribution of the quantity 
as a function of the radial distance for the slow 
forward wave III. Frequency - 7l8MHz.
for the fast wave is the same as the maximum value of the 
plasma frequency. This suggests that we cannot expect to find 
a simple relationship between the discharge current and the 
cut-off frequency of the fast wave in an experimental set-up.
It now seems likely that the various pass bands and stops which 
were experimentally observed arose as a result of the particular 
non-uniformity of the plasma.
For the slow forward wave III each of the quantities 
E^ , and the product are shown plotted as a
function of r in Figs. 39, 40, 4l and 42 respectively. Fig. 4l
is of particular interest in that we can deduce from it
immediately the mode of the slow forward wave III„
Since becomes zero at one point in its domain it 
is clear that the slow forward wave III propagates in the first 
higher order symmetrical TM mode. We have already indicated 
on page 55 that the sloxv forward wave I also propagates in 
the first higher order symmetrical TM mode. In Fig. 38 we 
now have two curves for the lowest order symmetrical TM mode 
and two curves for the first higher order symmetrical TM mode. 
Each one of them happens to be a forward wave and there is no
evidence for the backward wave in our theory when the inner
conductor is present.
3,2. CjDiicluding Remarks
This research project was undertaken to confirm 
experimentally, the theoretical predictions of Pinder and 
Foulds and Napoli and Swartz as to the existence of the
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backward wave for the symmetrical TM mode of propagation when 
an annular plasma column is placed in a coaxial waveguide.
To this end measurements were made with a mercury vapour 
discharge tube using a novel coaxial standing wave detector.
It became clear that no experimental evidence for the backward 
wave could be found. This led to a theoretical investigation 
which revealed some of the weaknesses of the theories of 
the previous authors. The prediction of the backward wavs 
was based on the slow-wave approximation. Without such 
approximations the theory that was undertaken revealed that 
no backward wave was to be expected. We have clearly 
shown the limitations of the approximation techniques, and 
also prescribed the circumstances under which approximation 
techniques could be used with some measure of success. In 
the course of this project we also developed a technique for 
solving certain types of differential equations. This 
technique when applied to the differential equation of this 
project has the advantage of providing solutions which are 
more amenable to physical interpretation and computation 
than the solutions used by the previous workers. In 
particular we have clearly shown the relationship between 
the symmetrical TM mode and the TE.M mode in a coaxial line.
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APPENDIX 1
A Method for Solving a Certain Class of* 
Differential Equation
We define an Euler Homogeneous Operator of order n,
as a sum of all or some of the following terms:
n .n+l„ n+2„2 n+rnTO X j C « X  ? ^ O J v X U | 0*000O d i
where c , c1t c., etc. are constants and D = .o * 1 * 81 dx
When the number of terms constituting the operator is
finite we shall call it a finite Euler Homogeneous operator,
We shall represent any finite Euler Homogeneous opei-ator of
order n bv L •„J n
T p n-frll7" 1 , ~L s S C x D ' al„On rr-o
Our main objective in this appendix is to outline
a method for solving a differential equation of the type,
(L + L )y = O al.lr s'*
where and L are according to our definition two finite r s
Euler Homogeneous operators of orders r and s respectively. 
Xn order to do.this we shall begin by examining some 
properties of the Euler Homogeneous Operator L a WeH.
shall also specify certain conditions on such an operator, 
which are relevant to our objective.
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A . 1.1. Some properties of an Euler Homogeneous Operator L
Consider the differential equation given by
L y = 0 al.2n
On substituting
y - Axt al03
we obtain
Axn+tf(t) = 0 a1.4
where f(t) is a polynomial in t of degree p.
If al.3 is to be satisfied over a range of values 
in x then
f(t) = 0 al*5
We shall call f(t) the first indicial polynomial of the 
operator , and al.5 the first indicial equation.
Condition Al It is to the extent to which the first indicial
equation has real roots that we shall sjoecify the solution 
to al.2.
Suppose the real roots of t are t^t t^ , . <. * • ©
If these roots are distinct then the solution to al.2 can 
be written as
tl ^2 t3 ^ry = A,x + A0x ' + A_x + .. . » . . . „ . A x al.6 J 1 2 3 r
where A^  , A?, A^, etc. are constants.
We shall presently consider the case of coincident
roots
If we substitute in al.2
y = Ax^log(x) alo?
we obtain
Axn+^(f(t)Xog(x) +g(t))=0 al.8
where g(t) is a polynomial in t
If al.7 is to be satisfied over a range of values in x
then simultaneously
f ( t )  =  0  a l . 9
g(t) = 0 a2.0
We shall call g(t) the second indicia! polynomial of the
operator L t and a2,0 the second indicial equation. In
general al„9 and a2„0 may not have real roots in common.
We deduce therefore that if al.9 and a2o0 have real roots
in common, then the roots of a2.0 have the same values as the
coincident roots of al.9^ otherwise we will have more linearly
separate solutions than the number of real roots of f(t).
Suppose the real coincident roots of al*9 are t_ and
t^. and the other real roots. t, t , are distincta 3 t r
then the solutions to al„2 can be written as
tl °1 yy = A^x + AgX ' (logx) + AyX  ^+ ...... A^x  ^ a2.1
Condition A2 We shall exclude from our consideration tiie
r - * --i- .1 • •.nrtK.upMtMNiMK’M
case when more than two real roots of al.9 are coincident 
at the same value.
As a requirement for our next section (AX.2), we 
shall presently examine the particular solution to the 
d;L if or exit la 1/ e quat io n
aL y = Kx *' a2.2,n
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Substitute
y = Ax'" a2*3
we obtain
Axn+tf(t) = Six01 a2*4
This will be satisfied for a range of values of x 
if simultaneously
n + t = q a2.5
A = J— j a *
The particular solution is then
K*q~ny = F(~S) a2”/
If f(q-n) = 0 the substitution a2„3 fails. In this case
we have that q-n is a root of the first indicial equation.
W h e n
f(q-n) = 0
substitute in a2„2
*fcy = Ax log(x) a2.8
A x n + f c ( f  (t) log(x) + g(t)) = Kxq a2.9
This will be satisfied over a range of values in x if 
s i rru I i aneous ly
n + t = q a3.0
f(t) = 0 a3*l
A = fj-j a3 = 2
The particular solution is then
K (q-n)
1 “ gfq-n)"' log(x) a3©3
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Condition A3 In relation to a2.2 we shall exclude the 
case when q-n is a coincident root of the first indicia! 
equation.
As also required by the next section A(l„2) we shall 
examine the particular solution to the differential equation
L y — ICxS +• BxSlog(x) a3-4
Substitute
y - Axt + Bxtlog(x) a3.5
Axn+Vf(t) + Bxn+t(f(t)log(x) + g(t))
= Kxs + Exslog(x) a3„6
This will be satisfied for a range of values in x if 
s imultane ously
n + t = s a3.7
B = f(t) ^3*8
Bg (t) + Af(t) = X a3.9
which gives for the particular solution
Elog(x)xS n . 1 ,rr (s-n) x s-n ^
=  tr+xr ~  + fTs^r(K - Bf r ^ )x a4-°
Note that if K = 0
EXog(x)xs”n „g(s-n) __s~n „y  -   Try— -X   -  g> —g1 x a401f(s-n) (f(s-n))2
Condition A4 In relation to equation a3»4 we shall exclude 
the case when s-n is a root of the first indicial equation.
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AX0 2 The Differential Equation ( )  y = 0
(L + L )y = 0 at. 2X* 3
We shall begin by outlining the principle involved 
in the method that could be used for solving equation a.42 
if solutions to it exist.
A
Solve for in
L y = 0 at. 3ar 1
Solve for y^ in
-ya + LayX = 0 a4»3b
Solve for y^ in
^ v0 = 0 a4o3c
o o o e o o o o O t t o d o i i d
o o e o « o
Solve for y in
L. y + L y , = 0 a 4 „ 3nr n  sJn-l
0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 4 0 0 9 4 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
9 O O 0 0 O O 0 O
Add a40 3ci, a4c 3b, a4„3c 
Then we obtain
which gives for y
y  =  y i  +  y 2  +  y 3  +  y 4  + V 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
a4 D 5
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B
We can adapt the sane procedure as in A with the
roles of L and L interchanged.r s °
Each stage in determining y^ y^ y^ , etc. involves 
what has been shown in Section Al.i and we shall consider 
it as subject to the conditions given in that section.
The arbitrary constants which are prescribed when we solve 
for can be used as the arbitrary constant in the solution 
for y , so that only the particular solution for y^ , y^ , y^ 
need be found. The solution associated with each such 
arbitrary constant can be developed separately. By 
induction it is possible to obtain each such separate 
solution in a finite number of steps.
If r> s
The steps involved in A gives the solution with 
successive terms in descending power of x, if it exists 
and B gives the solution with successive terms in ascending 
powers of x, if it exists.
In general solving for y involves solving the 
following type of differential equation
L y + L (Kxm + Qxm16.g(x)) - 0X XX o
for which the substitution
y = Ux^ + Vx^log(x)n
is adequate.
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By this substitution we can deduce the relationship
between
(1) t and m
(2) U and K, Q and m
(3) V and K, Q and in.
Despite the various conditions we have imposed
on the operator L , still a large number of equations whichn
can be solved can be represented by equation 24.2 of which 
some particular examples are the Bessel’s equation, the 
confluent hypergeometrie equation and the hypergeometric 
equation.
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APPENDIX 2 
2
B.X.X. The equation i|Z. + k£Jy = 0r cl itdr
pd y X dy , 2
~~3 + r dr + k y = 0 h1*1dr
We shall obtain the solution to this equation by applying 
the method described in Appendix 1.
Here we have that
(L- + L )y = 0 bX„2
ia  O
where
T_ - df. 4. 1  _ 2. d rd m  i
2 , 2 r dr r dr dr °dr
and L = k2 bl.4o
Consider now the equation
= 0 bl.5
(a) By direct integration we obtain
y_ = A + Blog(r) bl.6X
(b) By substitution of y^ = Ax in bl.5
we can show that the first indicial equation of
L~ is t2 = 0 bl.7
Ca
(c) By substitution of y^ = Bx log(x) we can show that 
the second indicial equation is
2t = 0 bl„ 8
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We can now develop the solution associated with 
each arbitrary constant A and B separately.
The solution associated with -the constant A
y1 = A bl*9
we solve for the particular solution of
1 4” r ~  Ya + k2A = 0 b2.0r dr dr ®
By direct integration or substitution we obtain
9  9~Ak r - 0 ,Y2 -----j-- b2.1
Le t y = K r fo 2.2J n n
and y 1 - K , , b2.3Jn+1 n+1
substitute these in the equation
I/-0y ,, - -k2y b2o 42J n+1 ^n
This gives
t-2, 2rr ,2V p , 0 rr t K _ = -lc K r o2.5n+1 n
This will be satisfied for a range of values of r 
if simultaneously
t 2 = p b2.6
7f “ -K iWin+1 = b2.7t
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Thus we have that if y is given by bg.l
o n ,-lc K , 0
  n  p + 2  Qy 1 =  -2rp 6 2 . 8
n+i (P+2)
We already have that
y± = A b2.8
This enables us to write down the solution as
y = AUQ(k2,r) . b3»0
where U (k ,r) s / 1::„  ' *>3.1
P=o KPoJ
2TJ^(Rd,r) is ident ical with the ordinary or modified Bessel’
function of the first kind of order zero depending on 
2whether k is positive or negative.
The solution associated with the constant B
Yx = Blog(r) b3.2
we solve for the particular solution in
r I? r I?" = -k2Blog(r) b3.3
By direct integration or substitution we find then that
2 2
~  log(r) - —
2T" 22
y„ =  B k 2 ( - X - ( '£-)b3.4
Let y = K rP + E rPlog(r) b3.5n n J ^
ond yn+l = Kn+lrt + En+1rtlog(r) 83.6
Substitute these in the equation
On y _ + k y 2 Jn+1
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This orives
r"t~2t2K + rt'"2(t2Xog(r) + 2t)En+1 
n+1
= -k2(K rP + E rPlog(r))n n *
This will he satisfied for a range of values in r 
if simultaneously
t-2 = p
-k2E E _ = —  2L
11+1 t2
t2K _ + 2tE = -k2E n+1 n n
We obtain then that if y^ is given by 3.5
2
yn+l = —  2(Kn ' 2EnlE±gl )rp+2
n +  ( P + 2 > 2  n  ( P + 2 ) 2
k2lo.g(r)rp+2
(p+2)2
We already have that
y = Blog(r)
We can now write down the solution as
y = BVQ(k2,r)
where V (k" r) = U (k2,r)log(r) + o 7 o
f  (-l)P+1(k2r8)P * i.
p=l 22p(pl)2 n=l n
b3»8
b3»9
B4.0
b4 • 1
b4 o 2
b4« 3 
b4,.4
The General Solution.
2 2 ¥e observe that the functions (k ,r) and (k tr)
associated with the constants A and B are well behaved for 
2all values of it , positive, negative, or zero.
2 2 Any linear combination of UQ(k *,r) and V^Cb'r)
would be a general solution to fol.l
Thus we can have
y = AUQ(k2,r) + BVQ(k2,r)
as a general solution.
Ttfe could also have as a general solution
y - ( k2, r ) +  ^i r ^
where W (k2,r) = V (k^,r) ~ U (k2,r)log(r ) o o 1 o o
and r is a arbitrary constant, o
2 rIn Wo(k ,r) the argument of the log term is ( /^Q)
and we could take r as some length to which we haveo
2normalised r so that WQ(k ,r) is invariant when we change 
our units of measurements.
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